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Abstract. This (PAPPY Describes a constructive system, based on a particular typed h-calculus with 
constants and A-expressions as types. This theory is principally basecl on intuitionistic type theory 
and on the general idea of programming proofs which means extracting programs from constructive 
proofs. It can be considered as a basis of a system for automatized program synthesis by developing 
adapted techniques of programmation. It allows to partially automate the construction of programs 
from different specifications by a type-driven strategy. Moreover, the corresponding logical theory 
appears like a good base of higher-order calculus. 
The presented system is based on the notion of programming proofs and on the 
use of constructive mathematics formalizations in computer science [3]. If we have 
a constructive proof, we should be able to extract a program from it, which contains 
the computational information implicit in the proof. Then programming proofs 
correspond to the notion of extracting programs from proofs and can be seen as a 
logical view (7f the automatic program generation which problem is to produce 
automatically a pndgram meeting certain specifications. So a program synthesis 
system using the theorem proving approach constructs an appropriate proof of a 
given specification and extracts the solution program from this proof [ 13, 141. It 
appears that such systems, based on programming proofs, may lead to more useful 
and general program generators. 
In fact, the challenge is to implement the most adapted formal systems. It does 
rrot mean that it only remains a programming task. On the contrary, the main part 
of‘ the task corresponds to the construction of languages whose syntax must reflect 
the structures we want to treat. In this way, a fur,damental choice is either to consider 
a typed farmal system in which every object belongs explicitly to a certain data 
structure (computer science language) or type (ltigic language), or to use an unty 
system. This corresponds to the choice of t egree of reasoni 
calculhls in 8 system. 
The present work describes the construction of sue 
artin- Gf’s intuitionistic type theory w is a 
of constructive mathematics [4,5]. A formalizat 
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computerization of intWion:stic inathematics but with computation procedures 
useful in practice [IO]. Consequently we search a formalism adapted to an automat- 
ized execution, The isomorphism between intuitionistic logics and A -calculi, where 
formulas correspond to types and natural deductions to A-terms, heads to the 
construction of a typed h-calculus with constants and with A-expressions as types. 
Such a typed system may be seen as a high-level programming language but 
mainly as a framework in which we want to automate the development of constructive 
proofs with the possibility of extracting programs from proofs. Moreover, as a 
system for semiautomatic theorem proving, it extends the Automath languages 
[6,31]. 
But untyped systems may possibly be more useful in this way. It seems natural 
to use terms even if we do not know if they actually denote something, what sort 
of type it may be. So we have a type-free system which is a formal theory based on 
symbolic expressions and obtained by interpretation of the typed one in a logical 
theory. This system appears well adapted for execution on a computer because 
symbolic expressions are equivalent to programs written in a logic-based program- 
ming language. Pt will present an alternative to the search of a program satisfying 
a given specification and its execution (or evaluation). This orientation towards 
type-free systems as bases of higher-order calculi corresponds to the fact that calculus 
appears like a type-free activity [ 11. 
e constructive theory? 
To understand the constructive theory we consider the Martin-Liif type theory 
which was developed with the aim of being a formalization of constructive mathe- 
matics [19]. Its rules are formulated in the style of Gentzen’s natural deduction 
system for predicate logic, a formal system being set up with the intention that it 
should be as close as possible to actual reasoning. 
The intuitionistic type theory can be considered as a mathematical language with 
computation rules and inferences rules specifying the formation of judgements from 
known judgements. Among the four basic forms of judgements A type, A = B, a : A 
and a = b : A which may have several interpretations, the third presents a large 
interest because of these different interpretations: 
(1) a is an element of type A, 
(2) a is a proof (or construction) of proposition A. 
(3) a is a program for the task A [17]. 
%n the context of programming, we are more interested in the third interpretation 
but the two others correspond to the formulae-as-types interpretation [9] and justify 
the use of such a theory in the more precise context of programming proofs (i.e., 
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activity consisting in finding a program is similar to the mathematician’s activity 
consisting in finding a proof of a proposition. 
Such a theory can be viewed as a programming language 1201 or a programming 
logic [7] with a very rich type structure in that the type of an expression (a program) 
can completely specify the task of the expression. It can be used to describe what 
the program shoulld do, without describing how the program performs its task [24]. 
So in intuitionistic type theory, a specification may be given without giving any 
program that satisfies the specification. This is similar to mathematics in general: 
one may formulate a proposition without having any idea of how to prove it. From 
these considerations we develop powerful systems that seem naturally oriented 
towards the automatization of program synthesis. 
h-calculus 
The isomorphism between intuitionistic logics and typed A-calculi by which 
formulae correspond to types and natural deductions correspond to A -terms naturally 
leads us to consider the idea of a formalization of intuitionistic type theory in an 
adapted A -calculus. 
A first attempt consists in the formation of a typed A-calculus extended with 
constants, in the classical way where types and objects are separately created and 
linked by assignation. The interest lies in the possibility to represent terms and types 
of Martin-Liif’s type theory. In this way, we obtain a functional language supplied 
with an operational semantics [26], given by reduction rules and completed with a 
polymorphic type system as a set of inference rules. Proving that a program satisfies 
a given specification, is a process simi1a.r to type checking in a typed programming 
language. TGuq, we can give a type checking algorithm adapted for operational 
semantics in all alte+-native approach to the classical one [21] with a proof of its 
total correctness. So this theory which allows to express specifications with types 
can be considered in the development of a program synthesis system. We can thus 
develop prooi”’ checking strategies but they seem limited in the way of automatized 
search of proofs. Moreover, in this case, the simultaneous construction of a type 
and its canctiical objects, which is fundamental in type theory, disappears and with 
it the power for program synthesis. That is why we consider a typed A-calculus with 
constants where types are A-expressions which is a language more adapted to 
automatic theorem proving (and consequently to automatic program synthesis). 
3.1. Presentation of the system 
The expressions of this language are les o 
and abstraction, starting from variables, parameters and constants. 
constants and their type assignments will depend on t retation we have in 
mind. To take the context into account, co 
eters. e illustrate the use of parameters a 
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pie. We consider the proposition 3(x:A)B(x), where B represents a predicate 
on type A. Let E(A, B) be a type constant corresponding to this proposition, X a 
type and Y a predicate on X; then E(X, Y) will be considered as a proposition 
(or a type). So, we have the corresponding axiom 
E(XU Y[.x:xju 
9 ): u. 
We add another constant F(A, B) with the axiom 
F(XU, yb:“IU ):[x:X][y: Y(x)]E(X, Y). 
Let a: U and b:jx:a] U; as instances of the axioms E( a, 6) : U and F( u, 6) we obtain 
[x:a][y:b(a)]E(X, Y). 
Moreover, for the objects X,:CI and x,:6(a), by application and p-reduction we have 
F( a, b)x, x2 : E( a, b). So if we want to prove the proposition E (A, B), it is sufficient 
to find x, such that xl:A (i.e., a proof of A) and x2 verifying x,3(a). In case of 
success, we have constructed a proof F(A, B)x, x1_ of E (A, B). If the constant type 
!?(A, B) corresponds to a specification then the above proof corresponds to a 
program satisfying this specification. 
3.1.1. The hguage 
The formal symbols used are issued from an alphabet consisting of symbols for 
variables (_‘c, ~7, z, . . . ), parameters (R, S, T, . . .) constants (A, T A?, AJ, . . . and U for 
the universe), reiations (red,, red,, red, =, :) and other auxiliary symbo!s like (, [, 
), I, l - - 
3. I.2 The expressions 
The expressions are of three sorts: objects, types and supertypes which are 
simultaneously defined. 
(1) Let x be a variable symbol, P a parameter symbol, A a type9 B a closed type 
and B* a closed supertype; then .Y A is a variable, PB is an object parameter and 
P* is a type parameter. 
(2) If E, is an expression representing an object or a type then Ai( El, . . . , E,,) 
is an object constant or a type constant. 
(3) Variables, object parameters and object constants are atomic objects. Type 
parameters and type constants are atomic types and U is the atomic super-type. 
(4) If ?I and y are objects, A is a type and xA a variable., B is a type and A* a 
supertypc, then x(y) and [x”:A]y are objects, B(y) and [xA:A]B are types and 
.4*(y) and [xA:A]A” are supertypes. 
The different notations of application are x(y) or xy or (y)x. 
After giving the definitions of free variables and substitution, we obtain two 
substitution lemmas as in classical A-calculus [2]. For a given set of constants, the 
corresponding language consists in formulas like E red, F (reduction in one step), 
,, F (reduction in p ste ), E red F (reduction), E = F a d E;F (has type or 
supertype) with E a e 
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3.1.3. Axioms and rules 
The set of axioms and rules of the theory are divided into two parts: 
( 1) A fked set which characterizes the system. 
(2) The assignments of types to constants which constitute a basis of constants 
whose definition can formally be made explicit. 
The following rules show how to construct expressions of the form AI- 
means deduction of B from A). The environment is either empty or of the form 
x,:A,, . . . , -u,:A,,. Then this representation in the system is either by t-U or 
I-[x,:A,] . . . [x,,:AJU. 
(A) Assignment of types. We have seen that types are also h-expressions and their 
assignment rules are given by the following relations: 
(1) xA:A; PE:E. 
(2) Ai(E,, . . . , E,,) I g(Ai) with g an assignment function. 
(3) A: U (inclusion of types) 
(4) e: E k[x:A]e: [x:A]E, with x a free variable of a type which is the type of a 
frc-- variable of E. 
(5) e:Et-et:Et. 
( B) Reductions rules. 
(B.1) p-reduction: t:At-[x:A]Et red, [t/x]E. 
(B.2) v-reduction: 
e:I?, B:[x:A]A*!-[x:A]ex red, e if x is a free variable of e, 
B:[x:A]A*+[x:A]B(x) red, B if x is a free variable of B. 
(1) E red, FI--C(E ,,..., E ,..., E,)red, C(EI ,..., F ,..., En). 
(2) E red, Et- Et red, Ft; t red, st- Et red, Es. 
(3) E red, FF(~:A]E red, (x:A]F if x is not a free variable of a type which is 
the type of z fsee variable of E. 
(4) A red, ~I--(x: 4]E redI (y:B](x/y)E if y is a free variable of E. 
From the definition of redr, we deduce those of proper reduction (red,), reduction 
(red) and equality (=): 
E red, F I- E red, F; E red,, F, F red, 6 I- E red G, 
E red, F I- E red F; E red E, 
E red F I- E = F; E=F I- F=E; E=F, F=G I- E=G, 
E=F, e:E I-- e:F and E= F, E:G k F:G. 
From the assignment function, we can construct a function g which assigns canoni- 
cally a type to every object and a super-type to every type such that E:gW. This 
allows to deduce the uniqueness of types. 
Contrasted to other typed A-calculi (like Automath [6]), we allow unrestricted 
plication, but subject the p-reduction rule 
[x:A]Et red, [t/x]E 
to the condition t: . Then we can formulate a c 
to derivability in the language and so define 
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correct fragment of the language is the part significant for interpretation (though 
the uncorrect terms have a computational interpretation in the term model). 
Moreover, the languake is a conservative xtension of the correct part. 
3.1.4. Properties of the theory 
osure Theorem. If E is a correct expression and E red F or g(E) = F, then F is 
a correct expression, 
osser 
E red G and F red G. 
If E = F then there exists an expression G such that 
eorem. Every expression E is strongly normalizable (i.e. 
all proper reduction sequences of E are finite). So all computations termintite in the 
language. 
We deduce from Church-Rosser Theorem that for each expression E there exists 
a unique normal form F such that E = F. 
The theory is decidable. 
Many results and demonstrations are given in [IO]. 
3.2. Applications of the theory 
This theory can be considered as a basis for a high-level programming language 
and as a framework for automatic theorem proving, with a very rich and powerful 
structure and no distinction between proving language and programming language. 
It is adapted for a mechanization in LCF style [22] and in the lineage of the powerful 
system named Isabelle for proving theorems in different heories [25] in an adequate 
proof strategy but the rich type structure allows an approach of automatic program 
synthesis from specifications more powerful than the proof verification approach. 
3.2.1. Representation of rtin-Liifs system 
We can represent the constructions of the Martin-Lijf type system by introducing 
adequate constants (or combinators) with their assignment axioms. So, for each 
primitive of type formation, we give three axioms corresponding to the formation, 
introduction and elimination rules [20]. Moreover, we define inductively the seman- 
the combinators (
or example, we can co 
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General Cartesian product: We consider the following combinators (with their 
assignation axioms): 
n__ 1(/v’, PA’“): [b:[x:A]B(x)] fl (A, B), 
n_ E(A”, B[x:A1” ) : [c:fl (A, B)][x:A]B(x). 
We define the semantics of the combinators corresponding tL the introduction and 
elimination rules by the equality relation: 
n_ E(A”, B[“:“‘“)(n_ d(A”, BlxtA1” )c)b = cb if c:[x:A]B(x) and b:A. 
3.2.2. A tool for auttiw?ic program synthesis 
Now we illustrate the possibility of research and construction of a proof (or 
program) for a given theorem (or task). 
le. Here, we want to find a proof of the logical theorem lA+(A* B), with 
the assumption llA+A, A and B being arbitrary propositions and lA an abbrevi- 
ation of A+cd (cd a constant corresponding to the notion of contradiction). 
To begin, we specify the representation of the function type whose interpretation 
is the logical implication. That implies the construction of constants (with assigned 
types). 
+(AU, BU): U, 
+I(A>“, B”):[b:[x:4] 
+E(A”, BU):[ c:+(A, B)][x:A] B. 
Proving the theorem consists in finding an object of type +(+( A, cd), +(A, B)) 
(which is the t! snslation of the formula in the adapted formalism of the theory), 
assuming the existence of an object of type +(+( +(A, cd), cd), A). 
Firstly, we consider the assumption from which we deduce the existence of 
h(A).[hl:+(+(A, cd))]A with ,4:U 
and consequently (by interpretation of the constants) the existence of 
h 1: +( +( A, cd)) and x,:A, all these terms forming the initial context of the 
demonsrration. To find a proof of the theorem, it is sufficient to find an element w 
such that 
a:[a,:+(A, cd)]+ (A, B) with A: U and B: U, 
and so an object b such t ), an axiom that will 
Bed to the initial context. Finally, according to our constants, it i 
find an object of type B. None of the terms 
converts to B. As to all context terms exce 
So, only the expression h( 
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must have the type X = +(+( B, cd), cd). In view of the shape of X, we add 
d,:+(B, cd) to the context and search a term x of type cd. Here the only possibilities 
are to consider h,, aI or d,. We choose u, and have to find a term e, such that 
(a,e,) has type cd. Then e, must be of type A and we have in the context x0: A. So 
e, = x0 gives a solution. 
From the above development, we easily deduce the complete form of the proof. 
Moreover, this solution can be automatically verified by application of rules of the 
theory as we see it now. 
3.2.3. The proof checking approach 
From the following context: 
A: U, B: U, cd: U, xC!\A):A, x,(A):[x,(A):A]cd, 
x2(A):[x,:[xo(A):A]cd]cd, h(A):[x2:[x,:[xo(A):A]cd]cd]A, 
we realize constructions by successive applications of rules of the theory: 
x,x,:cd, 
X = [x,(B):[x,( B)]cd]( xox,):[x,(~):[xo(B)lcdlcd, 
h( B):[xZ:[x,:[xo( B):B]cd]cd]B, 
Y=h(B)X:B 
with the reduction of the type [x,(A):A]Y:[x,(A):A]B and then 
b = +I(A, B)[x,(A):A] Y:+I(A, B). 
Moreover, we have 
-d(A, cd)x,:[x,:[x,(A):A]cd]+ I(A, cd) 
and we deduce by reduction that 
a, = +A, cd)x,:+I(A, cd). 
so 
a = [a,:+I(A, cd)]b:[ a,:+I(A, cd)]+ I(A, B) 
and we obtain 
+I(+(A, cd), +(A, B))a:+(-+(A, cd), +(A, B)). 
Nter all these steps of the demonstration, we obtain the constructive element (proof) 
of the given type (theorem). We may consider that we have developed the proof 
checking of the above example. But such a development is only possible in the case 
we already know the solution. That is why the interest of our theory lies in the 
ility of an actual (a 
constants). 
atized) research of proofs (with the adapted 
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3.2.4. Conclusion 
A general strategy for theorem proving on the basis of our theory can be derived 
from the above example. But, when we consider an initial context (from assump- 
tions), it can become complicated. We must use application and reduction to obtain 
constructions from the context. Our very rich type structure and the construction 
of axioms (for type assignment) corresponding to Martin-Lijf’s type theory allow 
to solve largely such problems with automatization of the proof generation process. 
That is why this system, more than a framework for semiautomatic proving or 
proof checking, appears as a foundation for a system of automatic proof construction 
and consequent!y of automatic program synthesis (with extraction of programs from 
constructive proofs). 
We could obtain a similar second-order theory by allowing abstraction on types. 
In this case, the intr”cluction of the constant I7 would correspond to the axiom 
I7:[A: U][ B:[x:A] U] U instead of ]I (A*, B[.y’:“lL’): U. 
Bu+ because of the use of type parameters, the abstraction on types (or proofs) 
would bring no supplementary concept for a more efficient research of proofs, and 
our expressions (including those of intuitionistic type theory) allow a powerful 
representation and treatment of many concepts (in second order), like in higher 
order theories of constructions [23,8], but in a different way towards an automati- 
zation of generation process. 
omding type-free t 
We have constructed a corresponding theory with propositions and A-terms in 
which we &tl an interpretation of the typed theory [lo]. The design of this 
interpretation has its origin in the semantical explanations of the typed system and 
can also be viewed as a formalized realizability interpretation. This notion and the 
formulae-as-types interpretation [16] lead us to treat only the basic notions of 
proposition anJ trtde proposition with logical operations in a type-free theory [29]. 
Moreover, untyped systems may be more useful and natural because of the possibility 
to trerit terms for which we have no idea if they actually denote anything. 
By interpretation, we associate with each entity of the typed one a specific 
expression of the logical theory: with the type A an expression A”(x’) and with each 
object a of iype A an object a’. The expression A’( x’) is a pro osition expressing 
the membership relation on type A and a main result lies in the fact t 
then A’(a’) is true. So, we can consider the type-free propositional theory without 
losing any information about constructions in the typed one (that is fun 
in the way of extracting program from proofs). It is constructed in a particular 
domain of symbolic expressiorls 1271 in the way of extracting executable progra 
from constructive proofs [14] and obtaining a 
thesis. According to this approach, we define a relation 
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which holds for symbolic expressions E (designing the environment), a and A. lf 
this relation holds, we say that a is a proof of the formula A in the environment E. 
pr[E, [andl[A, Bl, and-01 3 PA an&% WI 
+prE P19 4 
+PrE P2, a, 
prP, IF, and-E[p,, PJI, Cl 
+prE 14 9 an&-% WI 
-+PrKf-a, P2, a 
The corresponding part in the typed theory consists of the following constant axioms: 
and(A”, BU): U, 
and-&A”, BU):[p,:A][pz:B]and(A, B), 
and_E(AU, BU, @-~:and(A.B)lU): 
bwnd(A, B)l[pz:[x:Al[y:BlC(and-I(A, B)xyK’(p,). 
We underline the similarity of the two writings by interpretation of each term in 
the corresponding theory. The untyped one presents the advantage to be written in 
an executable form in a language which interprets symbolic expressions. 
ow to program in the constructive system 
In this part, we will show how the system is not only oriented towards proof 
verification but also adapted to automatic program synthesis. From spel:ifications, 
we can develop programs which handle objects of defined types with the aid of 
type constants. With the possibility of extension of the constants’ basis, by defining 
new type constants with the corresponding objects of such types, the system appears 
as a basis entity for a program synthesis tool with proved programs as results [ 111. 
The programming design consists of the following steps: 
consider the specifications of the task which consist of an axiom system S 
describing the problem with metaevaluation equalities, and a proposition P 
translating a functional relation on types; 
formalize P in the constructive theory with a type T; 
construct a proof (or term) of proposition P (or type T) which gives the starched 
program; 
verify that the constructed program is well typed, with an adapted algorithm 
developed in the system. 
The program extracted from the proof of P is a term of our theory; which can be 
evaluated by the term interpreter. 
This technique of programmation is applicable in h-calculi systems like AF2 
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the objects manipulated by the desired program) allows to automate this con- 
struction. 
Xa e. We want to define a program which works on lists. For this, we must 
have in mind the constants defining the type LIST: 
L(A): U. nil: L(A), 
coi~s(A~):[x:A][v: L(A)]L(A), 
lrec(Au, CIWW’)I 
[b: L(A)][c:C(nil)][&[x:A][y: L(A)][z:C(y)]C(cons xy)]C( 6) 
with the following evaluation rules (for the well typed arguments): 
lrec nil x y = *-, 
lrec(consab)xy=yab(lrecbxy). 
Note that, here, = is the equality relation of the theory. 
To define the program which concatenates two lists, we consider the specifications 
of the problem. The functional program denoted by cone verifies the following 
evaluations: 
(a) conc(ni1, x) =x; 
(b) conc(cons( a, b), I) = cons@, conc( b, I)); 
and the functional relation on types 
w Vx E L. Vy e L conc(x, y) E L. 
We must note here that tne equality relation is not the equality formalized in the 
theory but a metarelation. 
We introduce a constant cone such that conc:[x: L(A)][y:L(A)]L(A) and we 
introduce the proposition P as the type 17[x: L]Ll[y: L]L[conc xy] and we find a 
proof of it. 
Because of the interpretation of our constants’ basis, such a proof has the form 
hxy.z with z a proof of L[conc xy] (= C(x), x: L). Note that A(a) (where A is a 
type) is a proposition (a type) corresponding to the expression a:A and that a is 
a proof of A[z]. z will have the form lrec xx1 x2 with x,:C(nil) and x,:C(cons a b) 
(with the assumptions a:A, b: L(A), c:C( b)) and the cor,struction consists of finding 
the adapted x1 and x2. We search x1, a proof of C(ni1) = L[conc nil y], i.e., cone nil y 
which value is y (evaluation rule (a)); so we take x1 = y. We search x2, a proof 
of C(cons a b) = L[conc(cons a 6) y], i.e., conc(cons a b) y w 
cons a (cone h y) (evluation rl;le (b)) and finally cons a c, 
value c (with c proof of C(b)= L[conc by]). 
So the program for the concatenation of two lists is 
Axy.lrec x y Aabccons a c 
and can be considered as co 
not consider the techniques o 
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In AF2, Krivine obtains cc nonrecursive expression executable by the interpreter. 
Here, the generated program has a recursive form and the program synthesis is 
directed by the combinators corresponding to the types of the programs. 
From attempts of formalization of intuitionistic type theory, we have developed 
formal systems based on the idea of programming proofs which means extracting 
programs from (constructive) proofs. The typed one may be seen as a foundation for 
a high-level functional programming language with powerful types, or as a 
framework for automatic proof checking (or theorem proving) without any distinc- 
tion between the proving and the programming language. 
In fact, the main problem lies in the ability whether or not to automatize the 
proof ccnstruction. Mechanical proof checking presents an impotiant advantage: 
the extracted program does not require another verification. A solution to automatic 
search of the proof (and consequently of the program from given specifications) is 
proposed with our system. Moreover, we have shown how to use it for the program- 
ming activity. We also note that the corresponding logical theory may be used to 
execute construction of programs in a higher-order way and seems to have potentials 
for logic programming. 
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